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Baryons with two heavy quarks as solitons
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Myron Bander and Anand Subbaramant
Department ofPhysics, University of California, Irvine, California 92717
(Received 20 July 1994)
Using the chiral soliton model and heavy quark symmetry we study baryons containing two heavy quarks.
If there exists a stable (under strong interactions) meson consisting of iwo heavy quarks and two light ones,
then we find that there always exists a state of this meson bound to a chiral soliton and to a chiral antisoliton,
corresponding to a two heavy quark baryon and a baryon containing two heavy antiquarks and five light
quarks, or a "heptaquark. "
PACS number(s): 11.30.Rd, 12.39.Hg, 14.20.—c
Recently a picture has emerged in which baryons contain-
ing a heavy quark Q and two light quarks q's are viewed as
bound states of a heavy meson made out of Qq in the field of
a chiral soliton [1—4].The heavy mesons are discussed using
the Isgur-Wise heavy quark symmetry [5]; in this formalism
all particles with spins made by combining a fixed spin for
the light and for the heavy quarks are described by a single
heavy field creating or annihilating particles of fixed four-
velocity. These ideas have been extended to bound states of a
heavy antimeson, Qq, in the field of a chiral soliton [6]; this
would lead to baryons (not antibaryons) with charm flavor
C= —1 or bottom flavor B=+1. In a conventional quark
picture such states are made out of a heavy antiquark and
four light quarks and have previously been discussed [7] and
named "pentaquarks. "
In this work we extend these ideas to baryons containing
two heavy quarks. There are interesting differences from
baryons with one heavy quark: in the latter case the ground
state is, in the language of Ref. [1],in the 1=1 channel. For
baryons with two heavy quarks the ground state consists of a
superposition of 1=0 and 1=2 states (and possibly other
states); independent of the sign of the potential, at least one
state is bound for both the soliton and antisoliton. The latter
correspond in the conventional picture to states of two heavy
antiquarks and five light quarks or "heptaquarks. "
A crucial ingredient for the validity of this picture is the
existence of stable, under strong interactions, bound states of
Qq —Qq mesons. A conservative estimate, using the one
pion exchange potential between these particles, gives a
binding for the B*B system [8]. Bound states for the DD
and BD systems are not excluded. It is likely that for suffi-
ciently large m~/m these states will be bound in a configu-
ration where the heavy and light systems are in antisymmet-
ric color combinations [9,10]. For the case where there are
stable QQqq systems we expect QQq baryons with spin-
parity —,'+; our results are consistent with this expectation
and we likewise predict the existence of heptaquarks consist-
ing of two Q's and five light quarks.
We analyze the QQqq system by first coupling the heavy
quarks to each other, the light antiquarks to each other, and
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then combining the two. As mentioned earlier the favored
color configuration is for the QQ system to be in a color
3 and the qq in a color 3. We shall also consider the possi-
bility that they are in a symmetric color combination, namely
6 and 6. First we shall look at the case where the two heavy
quarks are identical. Then for the antisymmetric color com-
bination the heavy quark spin SH=1 and we have the fol-
lowing possibilities:
(a) Si=1, I=1, J=012, T 1,
(b) St=0, I=O, J=1, VJ.
For the color symmetric case, SH = 0 and
(a) Si= 0, I= 1, J=0, S,
(b) Si=1, I=O, J=1, V;.
s FiJkvk
TIJ= 8J+ +t 1.
3 ' 2
(3)
All the fields in Eqs. (1) and (2) are positive parity fields.
Heavy quark spin symmetry demands invariance under rota-
tions of the upper case spin indices.
With X, a unitary 2 X 2 matrix describing the light Gold-
stone pions and $=g", the Lagrangian for the heavy sys-
tem (with zero three velocity) is
M= —sT& D, T&—sVJBfVJ —sS D, S —I,V BfV;
+gie e;JkT;~A Tkj+g2(V~A, T,J+H.c.)
+g3(S tA; V;+H.c.). (4)
In the above
In the above S~ is the spin and I is the isospin of the light
antiquarks and J is the total spin of the QQqq system. In the
last column of the above equations we indicate the notation
for heavy fields with three-velocity zero that combine fields
with fixed QQ and qq spin configurations. The lower case
indices refer to light spin degrees of freedom and the upper
case ones to the spin of the heavy quark combinations; isos-
pin is indicated by upper Greek indices. The tensor fields T
combine a spin zero s, spin one U;, and symmetric traceless
spin two t;, fields into a spin multiplet "superfield":
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D, = b 8,——,'e p"tr[r'r((t8g+ (8,$t)],
l
A; =—tr[r (gt8;(—(8;gt)].
For completeness we also write down the version of the La-
grangian for arbitrary four-velocity v" of the heavy degrees
of freedom as
yz is the wave function for the heavy spin, which decouples
om the problem, as demanded by heavy spin symmetry. For
the symmetric color configurations, Eq. (2), there are no
even parity configurations possible. It is heartening that it is
the color antisymmetric configurations of QQqq that are ex-
pected to be bound [10].In the h, ,hz, h3 basis the potential
energy matrix is
M„= —iT t""vD ~T~„iV—"v8V~ iS—tvD PSP
—iV "v8V +g e ~~a""~ T t~~~T~p, 1 6 pB v pBV0'
+gz(Vt"A "T„„+Hc.)+.g3(S tA ~V„+H.c.).
(6)
V=2g1
2(3a&+az)
281
281
0
g2
—(3ai+a, )
I
g2
—(a, +az)
g1
In the above n, /3, y are isospin indices and the field T is
l
g2
—(3a, +az) g2—(a, +az) 0
T
S p 0p. Vpcr
pv= ~( gI v+Vt Vv)+Q3 Plv PP V+t
—t vpv
fp V Vp+ fp V V Vpv
and satisfies the constraints v"T =v'T =0PV PV
For the classical SU(2) X SU(2) soliton [11]
X(r) =exp[i' rF(r)], with F(0)= —m, we obtain
A, (r)=a&(r)8; +az(r)r;r,
sinF(r) rF'(r) —sinF(r)
ai(r) = 2r ' ~ 2ra (r)=
The intrinsic parity of the QQqq system is positive and as
we expect the ground state of the baryon to be -'+ the2
QQqq must be in an even angular momentum state. For
Tz and for Vq, as defined in Eq. (1), we can do this with
l=0 and l=2 waves:
T~=[hi(r) ~+hz(r)r';r'. ]XJ, V~=h3(r)X~
(10)
Let us first look for the eigenvalues of V for the case
g2=0. 7wo eigenvalues are of opposite sign and one is at
zero; thus one of the configurations is bound. For small
gz/g, , independent of the sign of gz the level at zero repels
the other two and one becomes more bound and the other
more unbound. As can be seen in Figs. 1 and 2 this behavior
persists at higher values of gz/gt. We also note that the
minimum eigenvalues occur at r =0. We find that indepen-
dent of the signs of the couplings we always have at least
one bound state.
Now if we couple the QQqq system to the field of an
antisoliton, A,. changes sign and the positive eigenvalues of
the soliton case become negative, resulting in heptaquark
states. This analysis predicts that a bound QQqq meso 'll
yte at least one bound QQq and one QQqqqqq baryon.
Zero mode quantization shows that it is the soliton that will
determine the spin and isospin quantum numbers of these
objects.
We briefly turn to the case when the two heavy quarks are
not identical. The only change is that in both the color sym-
metric and color antisymmetric case the heavy quark spin
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FIG. 1. Eigenvalues of the potential matrix for different values
of gz/g&. Solid line corresponds to gz/g& =0 and the dashed one
to gz/go=1.
FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 for gz /g & =5, solid line, and
gz/g&=10, dashed line.
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can be both zero and one; there is no effect on the light
quarks and thus the spectrum is doubled. This is consistent
with what we would expect from the usual quark model de-
scription of these baryons.
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